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Introduction:
An Important Message

Sign Language Fun in the Early Childhood Classroom is an educational resource designed for ALL early 
childhood classrooms and is to be used by ALL teachers, care providers, and parents of ALL young children: 
hearing, hearing-impaired, deaf, children with special needs, gifted children, children with communication 
disorders, and children who are new to our country and are just learning to speak English (ELL). Teachers and 
parents DO NOT need any previous knowledge or experience with American Sign Language (ASL) to success-
fully use this book. 

Sign Language Fun in the Early Childhood Classroom provides you with: 
1. Information (based on research) about why American Sign Language is an effective early childhood 

teaching strategy that can:
• accelerate verbal communication;
• increase English vocabulary, attentional abilities, visual discrimination, and spatial memory; 

and,
• can enhance early reading skills, such as comprehension, sight word recognition, phonemic 

awareness, phonetic and spelling skills.

2. Easy-to-use thematic teaching units, complete with teaching suggestions, games, activities, songs, 
rhymes, recommended children’s literature, and reproducible illustrated sign language cards to get 
you started learning and teaching ASL to your eager young learners!
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What We Have Learned from Research!
The Deaf Community: American Sign Language (ASL) is the third most widely used language in the United States 

and is an official “foreign language” that is being taught at many high schools. The history of “sign language” includes 
the first manual alphabet, written by Juan Pablo de Bonet in 1620; in 1755 Abbé Charles-Michel de l’Épée began the 
first public education for the deaf in France; and in 1816 Thomas Hopkins Gallaudet convinced the Frenchman Laurent 
Clerc to travel from France to become the first deaf sign-language teacher in America. In short, sign language has been 
a highly-effective communication system in America for almost 200 years, and was developed by deaf people to enable 
the deaf community to communicate with each other. However, ASL was not considered to be a true language until 1960 
when William Stokoe published his book titled Sign Language Structure.

A Proven Communication System for Hearing Students with Special Needs: Educators believed (and have 
found to be true) that sign language can increase the communication skills of hearing children with particular patholo-
gies such as Downs Syndrome, various forms of developmental delays, and more recently autism and other forms of 
communication disorders. In 1981, in a research study where sign language was taught to nonverbal children (Wills, 
1981), it showed that 92% of those children acquired some communication skills. It was also shown that when both the 
teachers and parents used the signs that the children learned during their signing lessons, that the children were more 
likely to generalize the use of those signs in other settings. Following the success of the deaf community, children with 
special needs were the next group to have garnered the benefits from learning sign language.

An Early Communication System for Infants:  For the past few years the new “buzz” has been that infants 
can learn to “talk through sign language” before actually learning to “talk!” Between the ages of 9 and 30 months a 
baby’s desire to talk usually exceeds his ability to speak. Recent research has documented (Acredolo, 1996) that not only 
can infants learn to sign (use gestural symbols) to express words, but that infants who are taught to sign can demon-
strate an increased process of learning to speak, and that it provides intellectual stimulation, and more importantly, it 
has been shown to strengthen the bond between parent and baby.

An Accelerated Communication Strategy for Children Who Are Learning English: Some of the latest 
research has focused on understanding the effect that learning sign language has on the developing language skills of 
English language learners. The first studies were conducted almost accidently. It was observed that hearing children of 
deaf parents were able to acquire sign language and spoken language at the same time. These children often showed 
rapid language development and very quickly became bilingual. In another study (Daniels, 1993), it was shown that 
bilingual children receiving sign language instruction scored higher on the Peabody Picture Vocabulary Test (PPVT) than 
their peers who did not receive any signing instruction. This provides evidence that ASL has a positive effect on young 
children’s acquisition of English.

The Effect of ASL on Increasing the Language and Literacy Skills of Young Hearing Children: The most 
exciting research currently being conducted is focused on documenting the effects that learning sign language has on 
the development of language and literacy skills of young hearing children. In two different studies (Capirci, 1998) ASL was 
taught in context to children during their first and second grade years. The children in both studies who received the 
instruction scored higher on tests in visual discrimination and spatial memory than did the groups of children who did 
not receive any signing instruction. Additional studies (Daniels, 1994) have consistently found that young hearing children 
of hearing parents who learned ASL in a school context, demonstrated a greater understanding of English vocabulary 
and achieved higher scores on the PPVT than their peers who did not receive any instruction.

It has also been documented that when young children are ready to learn how to read, that the learning of sign 
language can strengthen and increase oral language and literacy skills. It was observed that hearing children of deaf par-
ents were often reading before they began school because their parents had fingerspelled with them. The researchers 
concluded that these children were able to make the connection between the manual letters of fingerspelling and the 
printed letters on a page. We have also learned a great deal about multiple intelligences from Howard Gardner– and the 
importance of understanding and identifying the wide variety of individual learning styles as well as the importance of 
multi-sensory teaching. Sign language involves seeing, hearing, and movement. This is the perfect combination of how 
young children learn best. Using the multi-sensory approaches of sign language, children are able to use both sides of 
the brain, thus creating multiple pathways which can strengthen memory and build connections for further learning.

In Conclusion, teaching sign language has incredible benefits for all young children. Its multi-sensory approach 
increases and builds language and literacy skills, motivates young learners through their natural desire for constant 
movement, and provides an atmosphere of play and fun! Sounds like the perfect learning tool!
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Getting Started
Getting Started–The Most Important Rule: “Know the signs before you teach them!” Review each chapter and 

learn the signs before you begin to teach. You should feel comfortable with the signs by the time you introduce them 
to the children. Write lesson plans and determine “how much” and ”how quickly” your children will be able to absorb. 

What to Do with the Reproducible Illustrated Sign Language Cards: There is a reproducible illustrated sign 
language card for each sign taught in this book. These cards are found at the end of each chapter. They are an important 
tool for learning all of the signs. Before beginning to teach a chapter make sure you that have made two copies of each 
illustrated sign language card for every child in your class. You should also make a copy of each card for the Classroom 
Sign Word Wall.

1. Classroom Sign Word Wall: Each time a new sign is introduced add it to the Classroom Word Wall. The chil-
dren can use the word wall as a reference to review signs, and the cards can be used for memory games and 
activities. The children will also enjoy watching the wall fill-up with words. They will be able to “see” how much 
they are learning.

2. My Own Sign Language Dictionary: Give all of the children an illustrated sign 
language card each time a new sign is introduced. Each child can color the picture on 
the card and tape or glue it onto a page in their “My Own  Sign Language Dictionary.” 
During quiet times or free time the children can look through their own books and 
practice the signs.

3. Send a Copy of Each Illustrated Sign Language Card Home to the Parents: Sending home these cards 
will encourage parents to take an active interest in what their children are learning at school. Tell the parents 
that they should ask their children to teach the family the new signs that they have learned at school. The par-
ents should also try to use the signs at home so that learning is reinforced at both home and school.

The Importance of Fingerspelling: Please read “What We Have Learned from Research” on page 4. It provides 
evidence of the importance of teaching children how to fingerspell the alphabet. This should be taught when the chil-
dren are ready to learn alphabet letters–usually by kindergarten. Reproducible illustrated fingerspelling alphabet cards 
have been included on pages 6—8. When you are teaching the letters of the alphabet, introduce the signs for those let-
ters at the same time.

1. Teach the Children to Fingerspell Their Own 
Names: Provide the children with a copy of the 
fingerspelling letter cards for their own names. Cut 
them out and tape or glue them to a piece of card 
stock.  Send it home and have the children practice 
learning how to fingerspell their own names.

2. Introduce a Signed Letter Each Time a 
Print Letter Is Introduced: Give the children 
an illustrated sign language letter card (pages 
6—8) each time a new letter is introduced. Copy 
the letter and have the children add it to their 
“My Own Sign Language Dictionary.”

Lesson one: Sign Hello/Good-bye: This is the best 
sign to use when introducing the concept of sign lan-
guage. Discuss what it might be like to be deaf and then 
explain sign language to the children. How many children 
have heard about sign language? Tell them that they will 
be learning to talk with their hands.

Ask them what they think would be a good sign for 
the words “hello” and “good-bye.” There is a high prob-
ability the children will sign a “wave of the hands.” Talk 
about how many of the signs they will be learning will 
make sense to them. The signs often help visualize the 
word. Copy the “hello/good-bye” card and make this the 
first card on the classroom word wall and in the children’s 
sign language dictionaries.

hello/good-bye
The open hand waves back and forth.

It means both hello and good-bye.

eak t
tk a e

listen
The hand is cupped behind the ear —
 implying that the ears should listen.
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(Reproducible Fingerspelling Alphabet Cards)

a b c

d e f

g h i

a b c

d e f

g h i
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(Reproducible Fingerspelling Alphabet Cards)

j k l

m n o

p q r

j k l

m n o

p q r
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(Reproducible Fingerspelling Alphabet Cards)

s t u

v w x

y z

s t u

v w x

y z
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  •  Chapter One  •

Manners and Words
Used Throughout the Day

13 Signs to Be Learned:  cleanup, good, listen, no, please, share, sing, sorry, thank-you, 
toilet, wash, watch, yes 
(Reproduce the illustrated sign language cards found on pages 10—12. Make a copy for each child’s “My Own 
Sign Language Dictionary,” the Classroom Sign Word Wall, and one to be sent home to each child’s parents.)

Getting Started: Young children learn signs faster if they are first taught signs that are meaningful to 
them and represent either words, personal needs, or actions that occur commonly throughout the children’s 
day. This gives the children an opportunity to use the signs frequently and to observe the signs being used. 

Introduce the above signs following the order of the activities below. Most of the signs are introduced 
through games and activities which allows the children to use the signs in context while having fun practic-
ing their new language skills.

Teach the Signs for Yes and No: The children should have already learned the sign for “hello” and 
“good-bye.” This sign should have made sense to the children because it is just like waving “hello” or “good-
bye.” The sign for the word “yes” will also make sense to the children. The fist forms the letter “s” and then 
nods up and down, just like a head nodding “yes.” “No” is not as obvious. The index and middle fingers tap 
the thumb similar to the movement of a bird’s beek opening and closing. A great way to learn these signs is 
through the song, “Who Stole the Cookie from the Cookie Jar?” and for answering silly questions that require 
a “yes” or “no” answer.

Teach the Signs for Toilet and Wash: To sign the word “ toilet,” the hand forms the letter “t” and is 
then shaken. This is a fun sign for the children to use when asking to go to the restroom — a sign that most 
definitely will be used several times each day. Also teach the children how to sign the word “wash.” Use this 
opportunity to discuss with the children when they should wash their hands and the proper way to wash 
hands. Set up several wash basins and fill them with warm water and bubbles. Let the children practice sign-
ing their new vocabulary while having fun playing with the bubbles.

When to Wash: • Before eating or making something to eat  • After playing outside • After playing 
with pets  • After using the bathroom  • After blowing their noses, coughing, or sneezing.  • When hands 
look dirty. How to Wash: • Wash for 20 seconds using warm running water and liquid soap • Scrub palms, 
backs, between fingers, under fingernails, wrists and thumbs  • Turn off the faucet with a paper towel to 
avoid recontamination • Thoroughly dry hands, preferably with a paper towel 

Who Took the Cookies from the Cookie Jar? 
Who took the cookies from the cookie jar?
(Child’s name) took the cookies from the cookie jar.

Who me? (Solo sung by the child whose name was chosen.)
Yes, you! (All children sign “yes.”)
No, not me! (Child signs “no.”)
Then who?

(Another child’s name) took the cookies from the cookie jar.
Who me? (Solo sung by the child whose name was chosen.)
Yes, you! (All children sign “yes.”)
No, not me! (Child signs “no.”)
Then who?

Silly Questions:
Have the children sign either “yes” 

or “no” when the teacher asks some 
silly questions, such as the following: 

1.  Are you a kangaroo?
2.  Do you want to eat some mud?
3.  Do you live in a submarine?

Also ask questions that allow 
them to use the “yes” sign.
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cleanup
With the hands flat,

one hand wipes off the other hand.

The Magic Words  are Please, Thank-You, and Sorry: These words should be used frequently 
throughout the day. Learn the signs by following the directions on the illustrated sign language cards (pages 
11—12).  Use the following activities to help the children practice using the signs for the magic words.

The Magic Words  Bulletin Board: 
Have each child make a “magic wand” and 
label the wands with the children’s names.
(See illustration.) Each time you see a child us-
ing one of the magic word signs, place a gold 
sticker on that child’s wand. The children will 
love watching their magic wands fill up with 
stars!

The Magic Words  Tea Party: Let the children have a pretend 
tea party during snack time. Use tea cups filled with hot chocolate or 
apple cider and a plate of cookies or crackers while encouraging them 
to practice using the magic word signs.

Catch ’em Being GOOD: This is a sign that the teacher should use often. The more often a teacher 
tells children that they are being “good,” the more likely that children will want to be “good!” Encourage the 
children to use the “good” sign when they are playing with their friends. Make it a classroom challenge that 
everyone should try to catch each other being “good!”

Teacher Directions—Watch, Listen, Sing, and Share: The words “watch, listen, sing, and share” are 
common words used by early childhood teachers. The teacher should introduce these words to the children 
by first showing the children each sign and then having them guess what each sign could mean. 

The children will probably guess the correct meaning for the signs “listen” and “watch.” They may also 
guess the sign for “sing” because it looks as if one is conducting a choir. 

Finally, the sign for “share” is a wonderful reminder sign for the children. Sharing is not always easy during 
the early childhood years. The children will probably not be able to guess the meaning of this sign at first, but 
once it is explained to them that the sign actually represents something being divided into two parts – divid-
ing something to be shared, it should be more easily remembered. Use these signs often throughout the day 
and you may begin to see the children attempting to use them properly as well.

Cleanup Fun: This is a sign that is needed 
throughout the day in every early childhood class-
room. Teach the children the sign for “cleanup” and 
then teach them “The Classroom Cleanup Song.” 
Each time the children hear the word “cleanup,” 
they should also do the “cleanup” sign. As the chil-
dren become more comfortable, they should sing 
the song, but not sing the words “cleanup.” They 
should just use the sign for “cleanup.”

The Cleanup Song 
(Sung to “A Hunting We Will Go”)

It’s time to cleanup our room.
It’s time to cleanup our room.
We all say “yes” to pick up our mess
It’s fun to cleanup our room!
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(Reproducible Illustrated Sign Language Cards)

share
Both hands are 

opened with the 
fingers together.

The movement of
the hands represent
dividing up things 

that are to be shared.

sing
The right hand is open and waves back and forth

above the left arm, as if conducting a choir.

listen
The hand is cupped 

behind the ear – 
implying that the 
ears should listen.

                           
please

The hand is open 
and flat and moves 
in a circular motion 

on the chest.

no
The pointer finger 
and the middle 
finger together
tap the thumb, 

similar to a bird’s 
beek opening
and closing.

good
The flat hand moves 
from touching the 

mouth to being in front 
of the body, as if some-

thing was tasted.
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(Reproducible Illustrated Sign Language Cards)

sorry
The fist moves in a circular motion over the heart.

toilet
Make the letter ”T” and then shake the fist.

wash
The right hand makes the 
letter “A” and moves in a 
circular (washing) motion 

over the other hand that is 
also making the letter “A.” 

yes
The hand makes the letter “S” and then

moves up and down like a head nodding.

watch
The hand makes the letter “V,” palm side of the

hand toward the body. The hand touches the eyes and
then swings back out so the fingers are pointing forward.

                     thank-you
The hand, with all four fingers touching
the lips, moves forward a few inches.
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Checklist of Signs                    Name ___________________________________ 

Box 1 Date: q               Box 2 Date: q        Box 3 Date: q         

Introduction:
q q q—
What’s your name?
q q q—
My name is ___.
q q q—Hello/Good-bye

Chapter 1: 
Manners and
Everyday
Words
q q q—cleanup
q q q—good
q q q—listen
q q q—no
q q q—please
q q q—share
q q q—sing
q q q—sorry
q q q—thank-you
q q q—toilet
q q q—wash
q q q—watch
q q q—yes

Chapter 2:
Following
Directions
q q q—come
q q q—dance
q q q—go
q q q—jump
q q q—roll
q q q—run
q q q—sit
q q q—stand
q q q—stop
q q q—walk 

Chapter 3:
Emotions
q q q—funny
q q q—happy
q q q—How do
         you feel?

q q q—I love you.
q q q—mad
q q q—sad
q q q—scared
q q q—sick
q q q—tired
q q q—What’s
         wrong? 

Chapter 4: 
Colors
q q q—color
q q q—red
q q q—blue
q q q—yellow
q q q—green
q q q—orange
q q q—purple
q q q—brown
q q q—black
q q q—white
q q q—pink 

Chapter 5:
Pets
q q q—bird
q q q—cat
q q q—dog
q q q—fish
q q q—mouse
q q q—pet
q q q—rabbit 

Chapter 6:
Farm Animals
q q q—animal
q q q—chicken
q q q—cow
q q q—duck
q q q—horse
q q q—pig
q q q—sheep

Chapter 7:
Food/Eating
q q q—apple
q q q—banana
q q q—cookie
q q q—corn
q q q—cracker
q q q—drink
q q q—eat
q q q—hamburger
q q q—hungry
q q q—ice cream
q q q—lunch
q q q—milk
q q q—more
q q q—sandwich
q q q—snack
q q q—soup
q q q—thirsty
q q q—water

Chapter 8:
People
q q q—boy
q q q—friend
q q q—girl
q q q—I/me
q q q—man
q q q—teacher
q q q—woman
q q q—you

Chapter 9:
Family
q q q—baby
q q q—brother
q q q—dad
q q q—family
q q q—grandma
q q q—grandpa
q q q—mom
q q q—sister

Chapter 10:
Weather
q q q—cloud
q q q—cold
q q q—hot
q q q—rain
q q q—snow
q q q—sun

Chapter 11: 
Toys
q q q—ball
q q q—block
q q q—book
q q q—game
q q q—play
q q q—puppet
q q q—toy

Chapter 12:
School Tools
q q q—crayon
q q q—glue
q q q—paint
q q q—pencil
q q q—paper
q q q—scissors

Chapter 13:
Everyday
Objects
q q q—chair
q q q—coat
q q q—door
q q q—flower
q q q—hat
q q q—shoes
q q q—table
q q q—window

Chapter 
14:Numbers
q q q—zero

q q q—one
q q q—two
q q q—three
q q q—four
q q q—five
q q q—six
q q q—seven
q q q—eight
q q q—nine
q q q—ten
q q q—eleven
q q q—twelve
q q q—thirteen
q q q—fourteen
q q q—fifteen
q q q—sixteen
q q q—seventeen
q q q—eighteen
q q q—nineteen
q q q—twenty

Chapter 15: 
Putting It All Together:
Phrases
q q q—like
q q q—see
q q q—what
q q q—when
q q q—where 
q q q—who 
q q q—why

q q q—Time to listen.
q q q—Time to play.
q q q—Time for a story. 
q q q—Line-up please.
q q q—Please come here.  
q q q—I don’t want . . .
q q q—I don’t know. 
q q q—I don’t like . . .
q q q—Do you want to play?
q q q—Please sit down.   
q q q—See you later.




